n (** -*,■)
*>J-1 (n -1)!(» -2)1 3!2! wt'iA equality holding in the limit as all ay-»1.
For the demonstration of Theorems 1 and 2 we use the following lemmas: Lemma 1. Let ei'-' tí^-tí"
¿s a symmetrical polynomial in Pf, P2\ ■ ■ • , P^n ivith non-negative integer coefficients.
The corresponding lemma for bialternants is well known.4 To prove Lemmas 1 and 2, the following lemmas are necessary. 
The first identity of this lemma can be obtained in the same way as that generally used for the development of a Vandermonde determinant,6 if we use in this case the identity (14) p? -pV = {p? -p?)prn + p,i\pr"-pr )
- (Plr2) pf-\ easily verifiable if we keep in mind the law of multiplication (15) pT'p? = pï+3) + p(r:'. The second identity is immediately obtained from the identity
and g=[(s-2)/2].
Lemma 4. For t = 0, 1, 2,
where
The proof of this lemma can be attained by induction with respect to /, using (15) and the easily proved identity (20) K,(t + 2) -P^Kiit + 1) -K}(t).
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4. For the verification of the identity for t = 0 it is worthwhile to note the law of multiplication (23) QVPT-Qr + Q-"'.
For the proof of Lemma 1 we use induction on n, the order of the determinant.
For n -1 the theorem is trivial. The symmetry of the [April polynomial is obvious. In P(¿i, k2, • ■ • , kn) multiply each column except the first by P*1'. Then subtract from the rth column PTtl) times the first column, for r = 2, 3, • • • , n. Expansion by minors of the first row gives
Using the identity of Lemma 4 for h = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , n, with j=l, r = kn, s = ki, t = kn -kn-i-l, applied to the elements of the last row of (24), we get
P2i(fe, h)
• Pnli.kn-1 ki)
■ p^-Xpï" -P?)
Note that in using (18), the determinant obtained from the second term vanishes, and in the determinant obtained from the last term of (18), the last two rows have been permuted. This determinant also vanishes if ¿n_2 = ¿"_i-1, since two of the rows will then be identical. We point out that in the last row of the first determinant of (25), the terms p*»~1_a) have upper index satisfying the conditions ¿"-i ^ kn -1 á kn 1.
We repeat the same process with each determinant, each time applying the identity of Lemma 4 to the last row formed by elements of the form Pni(r, ki) as long as this row is not the first of the determinant.
If we keep in mind that Phi(ki, ki) =0, we easily observe that the expression obtained for P(¿i, ¿2, The proof of Lemma 2 is similar to the preceding one, using Lemma 5. The identities replacing (27) and (28) are
The only difference in proving Lemma 2 is that the expression (29) ought to be written, by using the identity (16), thus: (April Qhi(r, s) = (Pi" -PT)Q(,1)\ Ki(s -1) If ei""1 aiK¿a) + K,(r -5 -1) ( E QÍ"a)Ki(s -a-1))], and using this expression for the elements of the first row of determinants (in which j=l), we can get a common factor Ci > by which these determinants and Q(l, 2, --■ , n) will be divided, thus obtaining, keeping in mind the third relation of Lemma 3, an expression for Q(ki,k2, ■ ■ ■ ,kn):Q(l,2, ■ ■ ■ ,n) as a sum of products of polynomials of Pi by similar quotients of determinants of order n -1. Lemma 2 is also established. From Lemmas 1 and 2 we deduce that for values of z¡, j = 1, 2, ■ • -, «, belonging to the ring domain 5i^ |Zy| g82, the quotients P(¿i, ¿2, • • • , ¿n):P*(0, 1, • • • , n-l) and Q(kh k2, ■ ■ ■ , kn):
Q(l, 2, • ■ • , n) assume maximum absolute value when all the s¡ are equal either to Si or to 52 according as 5i+S1"1^ó*2 + 52~1. For \zj\ =1, j = l, 2, ■ • • , n, the maximum absolute value of the said quotients is the value for z, = 1, j= 1, 2, • • • , n. For these values of the Zj the numerator and denominator both vanish. It will therefore be necessary to apply the rule of L'Hospital to calculate this maximum.
For the calculation of the value of the quotient P(¿i, ¿2, • • • , ¿") : P*(0, 1, • • • , n -1) it is necessary to differentiate the numerator and denominator 2(j-1) times with respect to each variable z¡ (the derivatives of odd order of Pf* vanish for z; = l).
The 2(j-l)-derivative of Pf for z¡ = l, (32) n (*-«)+fi (*+«).
a=--0 a = 0 is an even polynomial in k of degree 2j -2, with coefficient 2 for the term of highest degree. After the process of differentiating, the numerator can be transformed into the product of 2" by a Vandermonde determinant in the numbers k\, k\, • • ■ , k", and in the same way the denominator is the product of 2n_1 by a Vandermonde determinant in the numbers 0, l2, 2'2, • • • , (n-l)2.1
Therefore, for |z,-| =1, j=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n, 7 The difference between the exponents of 2 in the numerator and denominator is a consequence of the definition of P*(0, 1, • • • , n -1). is an odd polynomial in k of degree 27'-1 with coefficient 2 for the term of highest degree. After the process of differentiating, the numerator can be transformed into the product of 2™XIi-i b °y a Vandermonde determinant in the numbers k\, k\ , kn and in the same way the denominator is the product of 2"-«! by a Vandermonde determinant in the numbers l2, 22, • • • , n2.
Therefore for \z¡[ =1, 7*=1, 2, , », 
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